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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract
In recent times, there has been a significant amount of research
regarding the physical layer of wireless communications . The part of
the physical layer, which cannot be ignored, is channel propagation.
Different environments have different channels. Path loss, slow fading,
fast fading and multipath fading are all involved in decisions regarding
the condition of the channel . Based on related research, a number of
empirical channel models are put forward to simulate a real
environment with regards to communication and there are some
simulation softwares that are able to implement those different
channels. These include Matlab which is regarded as the best simulation
software for the physical layer in wireless communication. OPNET is
another network modeling simulation software, which could implement
the entire process of the network communication, which Matlab is not
able to complete . The network layer of OPNET is very mature and has
the ability to implement different routing protocols. However, the
description of the physical layer in OPNET is poor and there is only
simple path loss model in pipeline modeling in OPNET. Thus, the
objective of this thesis is to implement different channel models in
OPNET and to make it capable to simulate in as close a manner as
possible to a real environment.

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords: OPNET, channel model, power fading, WSN.
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
1.11.11.11.1 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground andandandand problemproblemproblemproblem motivationmotivationmotivationmotivation

In wireless communication, a channel is supposed to be a passage that
connects the transmitting end and the receiving end. For radio waves, it
is transmitted from the transmitting end to the receiving end without a
visible connection. There are more than one propagation paths .
However, in order to describe the workspace of the transmitting path, it
is the case that people imagine that there is a visible connected path
between the two ends. This path is the so called channel, which has a
certain bandwidth and can be considered to be similar to a road with a
particular width.

The propagation of radio waves thus require a media in order to
transmit. However, regardless of the type of media , there is always a
propagation loss, which is the so called path loss. Path loss is mainly
reflected in energy loss, which can be shown by the value of received
power at the received end. Based on different environments, path loss is
affected by many factors such as distance, with or without line of sight,
indoors or outdoors ,etc. There are a few path loss models such as the
free space path loss model, one slope model, and other empirical models.

In reality, the propagation of radio waves is not a single path but is a
synthesis of reflected radio waves from many paths. Different paths
have different distances in order to reach the end and thus the radio
wave will arrive at the receiving end in different periods and thus, every
path has its own delay. Meanwhile, due to the different arrival times of
the respective paths, the phase of the radio waves is also different .
Radio waves from different paths are superimposed in order to create
one signal at the receiving end. Because of the different phases, the
superimposed signal is either stronger or weaker than the primary
received power. Thus, the amplitude of the received signal will change,
which is concerned with fast fading, caused by a variety of paths and
is thus also called multipath fading.
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Relative to the fast fading, slow fading is another kind of channel fading,
which is caused by environmental objects such as leaves, trees and
buildings. These will reflect the signal and thus lead to a power fading
during a longer changing time than for a multipath and is thus called
slow fading. After years of research, the enveloping of the signal wave
or the value of the received power under particular conditions posseses
some kind of statistical regularity. This includes the slow fading
channel model such as lognormal shadowing, Rayleigh fading, Rician
fading to name but a few. Apart from fast fading and slow fading, flat
fading and frequency selective fading should also be considered. When
the transmission bandwidth is less than 10Mbitss, the frequency
selective effect can be ignored and, in terms of the bandwidth, the
fading depth is considered to be at same level. This decline is known as
flat fading. When the bandwidth is in a wide range, the fading
characteristics in different frequency bands are not the same and this is
known as frequency selective fading.
Nowadays, the structures and sizes of networks are increasing in
complexity. The number of new technologies associated with networks
are increasing everyday. In a network design process, there are often
different designs and, based on past experience, none have proved to be
perfect. All designs have their own advantages and disadvantages.
Therefore, how to optimize the existing network designs and compare
them is a very challenging issue. A network simulation model could
implement different design models, analysis network performance and
achieve relevant data.

OPNET is a software that supports an open development environment
and users of OPNET are able to build up a whole network structure
including an application layer,network layer, data link layer and
physical layer. The most important aspect for OPNET is that it is able to
set details for communication protocols, which could implement a
simulation for very particular requirements. OPNET is able to collect
data and statistics in any position by using a probe and statistics, which
could be displayed graphically. Above all, because of its powerful and
various features, OPNET is used in many fields such as
telecommunications, military, aerospace and systems integration. It is
also widely used to conduct scientific research in relation to both
universities and governments.[4]
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1.21.21.21.2 ProblemProblemProblemProblem statementstatementstatementstatement
As is already known, based on different environments, fading,
scattering, reflection and diffraction can occur in wireless
communications and all of them have a great effect on the received
signal. OPNET is a mature network simulation tool, but there are
deficiencies. In the OPNET model library, there are many kinds of
useful modules that cover the majority of the communication networks
including both wire and wireless. In a typical communication node
model, it is divided into five layers,namely the application layer,
transport layer, network layer, data link layer and physical layer.
However, the problem is that when the physical layer is open to
transmit and receive to the end module, the physical channel is not
described in detail. In the received power calculation model, there is
only a simple free space path loss in the power model. Thus, it is very
important to implement a detailed physical channel simulation. OPNET
does not define any channel models in wireless propagation. Imprecise
channel models are unable to lead to any practical and useful solutions.

1.31.31.31.3 GoalsGoalsGoalsGoals ofofofof thethethethe thesisthesisthesisthesis
Bearing this in mind, the main goal of this thesis is to implement
different channel models in the OPNET physical layer. After wide
ranging research and by considering the different channel models,
those chosen to be implemented are as shown below:

� Path loss models: Based on different
environments, there should be different path loss models
concerning about surroundings, buildings, weather, in
door or out door.

� Lognormal shadowing: One of the common
slow fading, which is affected by objects in an
environment and topography and which is a non-
ignorable fading for wireless communication.

� Rayleigh fading: Classic fading channel model
for every simulation by different simulation softwares.
The received power follows an exponential distribution.

� Rician fading: The difference between Rician
and Rayleigh is that Rician fading has a line-of-sight that
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makes a significant difference to that of the Rayleigh
channel model.

� Nakagami channel model: It is a combination
of the Rayleigh and Rician channel models. Different
values of the channel parameter have the ability to
decide whether it is a Rayleigh channel or a Rician
channel.

� Gilbert-Elliot channel model: This is a simple
channel model which describes the condition of the
channel as either good or bad, based on a two states
Markov chain in the packet level.

� Channel model for industrial wireless sensor
network: This is a reference to several papers and based
on these, the description of an industrial environment is
more accurate.

The aim of this thesis is to research these channel models, and to
implement them in OPNET.
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2222 TheoryTheoryTheoryTheory
In this thesis, all the channels are, generally, wireless communication
channel models . However, in theory, this thesis is based on a wireless
sensor network. An introduction concerning both WSN and
IEEE802.15.4, which is the standard of WSN, is firstly mentioned and
following on form this, a detailed briefing for the existing propagation
loss models and fading models is provided.

2.12.12.12.1 WSNWSNWSNWSN
WSN is short for wireless sensor network, which is believed to be as
important as the Internet in the 21st century. Based on the development
and popularization of sensor technology,WSN is widely used in many
fields. The sensor is able to be utilized in those places which are
unaccessible for people . Advanced sensors are able to assist people to
complete difficult tasks. In general, the majority the sensors are low-
cost and thus involve cost savings for companies. However, there is a
tradeoff between the low price of the sensors and their communication
capabilities, which are directly proportional. However, it is the case that
the wireless sensor network is, quietly, changing our life styles. The
protocols of WSN are Zigbee, ISA100.11a, WirelessHART, WIA-PA , etc.

2.1.12.1.12.1.12.1.1 IEEEIEEEIEEEIEEE 802.15.4802.15.4802.15.4802.15.4
IEEE 802.15.4 is focussed on the LR-WPAN(low-rate wireless personal
area network) and it is the de facto standard for the WSN physical and
MAC layers. The priority of this standard is low energy consumption,
low data rate and low costs. Its purpose is to provide a unified standard
for different equipment connections for both individuals and families.
The IEEE 802.15.4 provides 27 channels for three different data rates
within the 2.4GHz frequency band. Channels are selected according to
the requirements of the upper layers. Different data rates provide a
better choice for different applications. This thesis is focussed on the
2.4GHz frequency band and 250kbit/s data rate.[3]

2.1.22.1.22.1.22.1.2 ZigbeeZigbeeZigbeeZigbee

Zigbee is a personal area network protocol based on the IEEE 802.15.4
standard. The characteristics of this protocol are, short distance, self
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organized, low data rate, low power and low complexity and based on
this, it is widely used in personal area networks. Zigbee could be
divided into five layers,Which, from bottom to top, are the physical
layer, MAC layer, transport layer, network layer and application layer.
The physical layer and MAC layer are directly quoted from the IEEE
802.15.4 standard.

In OPNET, an intact network model exists for Zigbee and,thus, in the
thesis, all the simulations are based on this model. The main part is the
physical layer simulation.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 1.1.1.1. DeviceDeviceDeviceDevice architecturearchitecturearchitecturearchitecture [3][3][3][3]

2.22.22.22.2 WirelessWirelessWirelessWireless channelchannelchannelchannel
The performance of the wireless communication system is mainly
affected by the condition of the wireless channel. The propagation path
is very complicated between the transmitter and the receiver. With or
without line-of-sight, complicated terrain, buildings, trees, etc., it is the
case that all of these environmental conditions have an influence on the
propagation. The wireless channel is not fixed and is thus difficult to
analyze because it changes randomly and is difficult to forecast. Thus,
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the modeling of the wireless channel is the key problem associated with
this research. The solution to this problem is to utilize statistical
principles, thus it is necessary to collect the values of the received signal
power or the envelop of the received signal and determine whether the
value has a relationship with some type of distribution within a certain
frequency band. These kinds of models are mainly empirical models
and these are described in the following section for different kinds of
path loss and fading. The propagation mechanism of the radio wave is
varied and can be summarized as; reflection, diffraction and scattering.

2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 Large-scaleLarge-scaleLarge-scaleLarge-scale fadingfadingfadingfading
Path loss is caused by the dissipation of the transmit power. It is also
affected by the propagation channel. In the existing path loss model, the
value of the distance determines the size of the path loss . Shadowing is
caused by objects between the transmitter and receiver and this
includes, rolling hills, buildings, trees and other obstacles and becasue
of the topography, weather and obstacle blocking, the signal strength
changes slowly. This kind of fading is called shadowing. Because of
both path loss and shadowing, the signal changes over a large scale and
this is regarded as large-scale propagation fading.

2.2.1.12.2.1.12.2.1.12.2.1.1 PathPathPathPath LossLossLossLoss ModelModelModelModel
Based on different conditions, there are a few empirical path loss models
for a given frequency band or a given distance. The ratio of the received
power and the transmit power is always placed on the left of the
formula that shows the relationship with distance. If the multipath
fading is ignored, then it is necessary to quote an average path loss
measurement, called local mean attenuation(LMA). The path loss value
is always defined as the average LMA measurement for a given
environment. The majority of the path loss models are based on an LMA
measurement.

2.2.1.1.12.2.1.1.12.2.1.1.12.2.1.1.1 FreeFreeFreeFree spacespacespacespace pathpathpathpath losslosslossloss
The most simple path loss model is free space path loss and this is the
only path loss model which exists in the Zigbee module in OPNET. If
consideration is given to the fact thatthe signal is transmitted through a
free space to the received end, then there is nothing in the air and no
obstacles between the transmitter and receiver. Thus, it is a LOS(Line-of-
sight) channel. The received power is derived by the Friis power
transmission equation which is shown below[1]
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2( ) ( )
4r t t rP d PGG
d

λ
π

≈
, 2.1

where the received power Pr is related to the distance(d) between the
transmitter and receiver. Pt is the transmit power, Gt and Gr are the
antennae gain, λ is wavelength which is decided by the signal
frequency.

However, this model is an idealized model. In reality, the propagation
loss is affected by many factors. The following are other path loss
empirical models, which do not exist in OPNET.

2.2.1.1.22.2.1.1.22.2.1.1.22.2.1.1.2 SimplifiedSimplifiedSimplifiedSimplified PathPathPathPath LossLossLossLoss modelmodelmodelmodel
The Okumura model is one of the most common models, characterized
by the environment of large urban macrocells in the frequency band of
150-1500MHz. The Hata model and the COST 231 model are another
two empirical models, which are extensions of Okumura. All are
common path loss models, but they all have their limitations and none
are accurate in wide bandwidths or in a large area. Indoor
environments are also not included. [2]

Due to the complicated environment for wireless communication, it is
difficult to obtain a model that describes the path loss value accurately.
Here a simplified model is quoted, which is clear and brief. The
advantage of this model are that it generally characterizes the
quintessence of signal propagation without relying on the complicated
path loss models. Although it is an approximation of a real channel, this
simplified model is commonly used and the received power formula is
shown below:

10
0

10 log [ ]r t
dPdBm PdBm KdB
d

ν= + −
2.2

This formula provides an approximate calculation for the received
power. The value of ν is the path loss exponent, which is set to be a
different value for different environments. It is set at 2 for an
approximate free space path loss. The value of ν in different
environments is shown in TableTableTableTable 1. With the increase of the signal
frequency, the exponent will be lower. Antenna height is another factor
which has an influence on the exponent. In an indoor environment, the
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exponent value is affected by the floor, objects and obstacles.

TableTableTableTable 1.1.1.1. νννν rangerangerangerange inininin differentdifferentdifferentdifferent environmentenvironmentenvironmentenvironment [2]

Environment The range of ν

Urban macrocells 3.7-6.5

Urban microcells 2.7-3.5

Office Building (same floor) 1.6-3.5

Office Building (multiple floors) 2.0-6.0

Store 1.8-2.2

Factory 1.6-3.3

Home 3.0

dddd is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver and 0d is the
reference distance. The value of this distance must be larger than the
reference distance. In an indoor environment, the reference distance is,
generally, set between 1m-10m and will be dependent on the amount
of space contained within the indoor environment . In an outdoor
environment, this value is generally set to 10m-100m. [2]K is a factor
that depends on the antenna characteristics and is sometimes set to a
free space path gain at a reference distance:

10
0

20log
4

KdB
d
λ
π

=
2.3

2.2.1.22.2.1.22.2.1.22.2.1.2 Log-normalLog-normalLog-normalLog-normal ShadowingShadowingShadowingShadowing
Apart from the path loss, the received signal power is redcuced by
shadowing, which is caused by objects such as buildings, trees,
mountains and moving obstacles. The locations, size and surface of
these objects has an influence on both the signal reflection and
scattering. Because the power decreases over a wide frequency range, it
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is called slow fading. Statistical models are utilized to describe shadow
fading. One of the most common models is log-normal shadowing,
which is modeled by a log-normal probability distribution function. The
ratio ψ of the received power and the transmitted power is assumed to
be random with a lognormal distribution[1]:

2

2

( )10 / ln10( ) exp( ), 0
22

dB

dBdB

dB m
p ψ

ψψ

ψ
ψ ψ

σπσ ψ

−
= − >

2.4

In the formula, ψdB is the value of ψ in decibels, m and σ are the values
of the mean and standard deviation in decibels. The mean value
depends on the path loss. The scope of the standard deviation is from
4dB to 13dB[1]. In [10], the author mentions that the value of the
standard deviation has a relationship with different surroundings. By
changing the ψdB, the formula for p(ψdB) is a Gaussian distribution[2]:

2

2

( )1( ) exp ),
22

dB

dBdB

dB
dB

m
p ψ

ψψ

ψ
ψ

σπσ

⎡ ⎤−
= −⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ 2.5

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2 Small-scaleSmall-scaleSmall-scaleSmall-scale FadingFadingFadingFading
In addition to large-scale fading, another kind of fading is caused by the
multipath of signal propagation. The variation occurs quickly over a
short distance and is thus called small-scale fading. Generally, the
receiver end has received a signal from many paths and thus the
multipath signal has a random distribution amplitude, phase and
different angles of incidence. Because of the phase counteract of the
different signals being combined, small-scale fading occurs. Another
kind of small-scale fading is caused by the movement of the transmitter
and receiver, which is the Doppler frequency shift. Mobile
communication does not fall within the scope of this thesis and is thus
ignored.

2.2.2.12.2.2.12.2.2.12.2.2.1 RayleighRayleighRayleighRayleigh fadingfadingfadingfading
There are a large number of scattering and reflecting paths between the
transmitter and receiver. In theory, scattering and reflecting paths have
almost no relationship with each other and are thus independent. So it
is reasonable to assume that, the phase value conforms to a uniform
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distribution between 0 and 2π. Based on the Central Limit Theorem, a
large number of independent random impulse signals are combined at
the received end and this impulse response is a Gaussian distribution.
Based on theory, the enveloping of the signal is a Rayleigh distribution.
This type of fading is so called Rayleigh fading. The value of the
received signal power has an exponential distribution. Both
pdfs(probability distribution function) are shown below[1]:

2

22
2( ) ,0

r

r
rp r e rσ

σ

−
= ≤ ≤ ∞

2.6

2

2
2

2
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2

r

r
p r e σ

σ

−
=
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The first formula is the pdf of the signal envelope and the next is the
pdf of the received power. The mean value of the received power is
affected by the path loss and the shadowing, alone, which is the value of
σ in the formula. r is the amplitude of the received signal. The Rayleigh
fading is caused by multipath propagation and occurs regardlees of
whether or not there is a Doppler shift . Rayleigh fading is only used
for the communication environment without LoS.

2.2.2.22.2.2.22.2.2.22.2.2.2 PathPathPathPath loss,loss,loss,loss, shadowing,shadowing,shadowing,shadowing, andandandand RayleighRayleighRayleighRayleigh fadingfadingfadingfading combinationcombinationcombinationcombination modelmodelmodelmodel
In reality, path loss, shadowing and Rayleigh fading exist in one
environment and thus it is necessary to implement a combined model
as in references [1][2]. This combined model is :

10 10
0

10log 10 log Rr
dB dB

t

P dK r
P d

ψ ψ= − − −
2.8

The ratio of the received power and the transmit power in decibels is
given by this formula. It is responsible for shadowing, which is a
Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and variance. This is the
Raleigh fading factor and it conforms to the simplified path loss model
and is a constant value. rrrr is the path loss exponent and is the reference
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distance.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 2.2.2.2. PathPathPathPath loss,loss,loss,loss, shadowingshadowingshadowingshadowing andandandand small-scalesmall-scalesmall-scalesmall-scale fadingfadingfadingfading[2]

2.2.2.32.2.2.32.2.2.32.2.2.3 RicianRicianRicianRician fadingfadingfadingfading
If there is a strong path between the transmitter and receiver in the
Rayleigh channel, then the fading model is changed to Rician fading.
Rician fading is suitable for the communication environment with LOS
and includes satellite communication. In an industrial WSN
environment, consideration must be given to the obstacles between the
sensors and Rician fading is rarely mentioned. Thus only a brief
introduction is given.

2.2.2.42.2.2.42.2.2.42.2.2.4 NakagamiNakagamiNakagamiNakagami ChannelChannelChannelChannel ModelModelModelModel
In addition to Rayleigh fading and Rician fading, in some changeable
conditions, the obstacles are always moving in the environment and
thus the experimental data is close to neither. Nakagami fading is a
more general fading model and whose parameters can be set to several
different types of channel models. The formula is given by[2]:

2 1 22( ) exp , 0, 0.5
( )

m m

m
r r

m z mzpz z r m
m p P

− ⎡ ⎤−
= ≥ ≥⎢ ⎥Γ ⎣ ⎦ 2.9

In the formula, Pr is the average received power, Ґ(.) is a Gamma
function. The parameter m is the key fading parameter. The value of m
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decides what the type of fading will be. If m=1, the distribution is
Rayleigh fading but, if m is close to positive infinity, there is no fading
and the channel model is considered to be an AWGN(additive white
Gaussian noise) channel. If m>1, it is close to Rician fading. The
assuption is that , r is the signal envelope and r-square is the received
power. If r is a Nakagami distribution, then r squared will be a gamma
distribution.

2.2.2.52.2.2.52.2.2.52.2.2.5 Gilbert-ElliotGilbert-ElliotGilbert-ElliotGilbert-Elliot ChannelChannelChannelChannel ModelModelModelModel
The above channel models, start with power fadings and all are
empirical models. Here, another channel model is intrduced, which is a
simple channel model with memory. The Gilbert-Elliot model is always
used to describe a binary channel in the packet level. In a no memory
channel, whether the packet is received or not has no influence on the
next packet transmit. However, in reality, there is some relationship
between every packet transmission. A two state Markov chain is the
core of the Gilbert-Elliot model. 0 and 1 are represented for the packet
being received or not, separately, which could show that the
transmission condition is good or bad. Assume that, in a bad condition,
the probability of the packet loss is Pb.Pb.Pb.Pb. The probability of packet
received is PgPgPgPg. Then, the probability change from state 0 to state 1 is P01P01P01P01,
from state 1 to state 0 is P10P10P10P10, from 0 to 0 is P11(1P11(1P11(1P11(1 ---- P01)P01)P01)P01), from 1 to 1 is
P11(1P11(1P11(1P11(1 ---- P10)P10)P10)P10). Thus, the average packet loss ratio is given by:

1001

10

1001

01

PP
PP

PP
PPP gbe +

+
+

= 2.10

FigureFigureFigureFigure 3.3.3.3. TwoTwoTwoTwo statesstatesstatesstates MarkovMarkovMarkovMarkov chainchainchainchain
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3333 MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology
In a wireless network, the physical layer is responsible for the data
transmission. The main idea of modeling the physical layer is to
simulate the influence of the data packet transmission, after encoding
and modulation, through the wireless channel. The performance of the
network up layer is significantly affected by different modeling methods.
Thus, how to model the physical layer accurately has become one of the
key issues, requiring to be solved.

OPNET is one of the most common network simulation tool. A large
number of network performance analyses and simulations is carried
out by OPNET. However, after a deep and detailed analysis of the
physical layer simulation mechanism, there is a prominent problem.
This problem is mainly reflected by the value of the received signal
power, which is not accurate because, the propagation loss in this model
is too simple. Different environments should have different
propagation models. If this problem is unable to be solved , it will
seriously affect the accuracy of the simulation results.

Concerning the problem of OPNET, based on the principle of the
physical layer modeling, the main task of this thesis is to improve the
propagation loss model and to add some particular channels that do not
exist in OPNET. After that, an industrial environment WSN simulation
model is to be implemented.

3.13.13.13.1 WorkWorkWorkWork spacespacespacespace

All the propagation models are built for peer to peer network topology.
The work space in shown in FigureFigureFigureFigure 4.4.4.4. Rx is the receive node, tx is the
transmit node.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 4.4.4.4. WorkWorkWorkWork spacespacespacespace

Actually, the two nodes are identical, with one being responsible for the
transmit and the other being responsible for the receive. One node
model is divided into four layers, which from bottom to top are , the
physical layer, MAC layer, network layer and application layer, which is
shown in FigureFigureFigureFigure 5555. Wirless_tx and wireless_rx are responsible for the
physical layer simulation[4]. Wireless_tx is the transmit end and
wireless_rx is the received end.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 5.5.5.5. TheTheTheThe structuralstructuralstructuralstructural ofofofof ZigbeeZigbeeZigbeeZigbee fixedfixedfixedfixed nodenodenodenodemodelmodelmodelmodel inininin OPNETOPNETOPNETOPNET

3.23.23.23.2 PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical layerlayerlayerlayer ModelModelModelModel
A relationship, with regards to the basic functions of the physical layer
module, is shown in FigureFigureFigureFigure 6666. The data is firstly encoded after being
sent from the transmit end. It is then sent into the channel after
modulation. The modulation type in IEEE802.15.4 is the OQPSK
modulation. Through the channel, the signal will be affected by path
loss fading, shadowing, multipath effect, background noise and other
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interference signals. Then, through demodulation and decoding, the
signal is received by the sink node. There is an simple error correction
module, which has ability to correct an appointed number of errors in
the Zigbee node model. However, this is not channel coding as it is
only able to reduce the number of bit errors by setting a threshold.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 6.6.6.6. ZigbeeZigbeeZigbeeZigbee physicalphysicalphysicalphysical layerlayerlayerlayer mechanismmechanismmechanismmechanism inininin OPNETOPNETOPNETOPNET

3.2.13.2.13.2.13.2.1 OQPSKOQPSKOQPSKOQPSK modulationmodulationmodulationmodulation
OQPSK modulation is short for offset quadrature phase-shift
keying(offset-QPSK) and is an improvement of QPSK. The input bits
are divided in two ways and it then performs orthogonal modulation.
The difference between OPQSK and QPSK is that OQPSK makes the
inphase and quadrature to be staggered with each other by half a
symbol. Because of the offset, there is only one which has the possibility
to occur for a polarity reversal. So the signal phase can only change by 0
degrees to 90 degrees and by no more than 90 degrees, at any given
time. Because of this better performance, the OQPSK modulation is the
regulation modulation for the 2.4GHz frequency band, which is
specified in the IEEE802.15.4 standard.
Based on the theory, the OQPSK formula for calculating the BER is
different in different communication channels. In relation to the packet
size and how many bits are in one symbol, the first formula is how to
calculate the bit error rate for the AWGN channel expounded in the
IEEE802.15.4 standard [3]:
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The second formula is the bit error rate value for the Rayleigh channel
[13]:
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According to formulae 3.1 and 3.2. and using the C language in OPNET
and the EMA (External Model Access) function, two new modulation
curves are created, which are OQPSK for the AWGN channel and
OQPSK for the Rayleigh channel. This is shown in FiguresFiguresFiguresFigures 7777 a and b,
separately. This modulation function will be used to calculate the BER
based on the SNR result after simulation. Thus, it is important to create
the OQPSK modulation curve.

(a) OQPSK for AWGN channel

(b) OQSK for Rayleigh channel
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 7.7.7.7. OQPSKOQPSKOQPSKOQPSKmodulationmodulationmodulationmodulation curvecurvecurvecurve

3.33.33.33.3 OPNETOPNETOPNETOPNET physicalphysicalphysicalphysical layerlayerlayerlayer mechanismmechanismmechanismmechanism
For each pair of transmit and receive channels, the wireless transmission
processing can be described by a series of sub-transmission blocks.
These transmission blocks are parameters whose calculations are
related to the wireless link. Some parameters are related with each other
and there is a time sequence, thus the transmit phase should also be in a
order of sequence, for setting.

Specifically, for each pair of transmitter and receiver, OPNET builds the
pipeline transmission phases. When a packet is ready to transmit, the
original packet will always be copied at least once. Each packet is
copied is in order to send the packet for each received, every copied
packet will go through 14 pipeline phases.

The physical layer is modeling the wireless receiver and the transmitter
module. It is divided into 14 pipeline attributes. It is shown in FigureFigureFigureFigure 8888.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 8.8.8.8. PHYPHYPHYPHY pipelinepipelinepipelinepipeline modulesmodulesmodulesmodules inininin OPNET[5]OPNET[5]OPNET[5]OPNET[5]

The first six pipeline attributes are processing in the transmitter module,
while the others are processing in the receiver module. The window in
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OPNET is shown in Figure 9.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 9.9.9.9. WirelessWirelessWirelessWireless transmittingtransmittingtransmittingtransmitting endendendend attributesattributesattributesattributes

TransmissionTransmissionTransmissionTransmission delaydelaydelaydelay: The packet ransmission delay is the time of the
packet transmission through the wireless channel. It is the required time
for the send rate of one packet. This delay is from the start of the first
bit of the packet transmission to the last bit of the packet transmission. It
is also the processing time of a transmitter to send a packet. In this
period, the state of the channel is busy. When this event occurs, the
MAC layer packets will wait in the queue until the channel is idle before
sending the next packet.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 10.10.10.10. TransmissionTransmissionTransmissionTransmission delaydelaydelaydelay

The value of the transmission delay is equal to the packet length divided
by the transmission rate and the result is written in the transmission
data attribute (TDA).

LinkLinkLinkLink closureclosureclosureclosure: Check if the communication is possible between two
nodes. The objective of this pipeline model is to save simulation time. If
there is any obstruction in the link, the packet will be dropped and the
continued calculation pipeline stages are not required.

In the simulation, based on the physical consideration, test whether the
connection between the transmitter and receiver is blocked by obstacles.
The simulation can configure a specific topography and a different
topography will lead to different results.

ChannelChannelChannelChannel match:match:match:match: Check the compatibility between the transmitter and
receiver channels by obtaining the attributes from two ends. Depending
on the radio frequency, bandwidth, data rate and spreading code, these
four properties are used to determine whether or not the channel
matches. Thus, the packet can be divided into three types:

1. Valid packet: The attributes between the transmitter and receiver are
totally matched with each other. The receiver can correctly receive and
decode the currently transmitted packet.

2. Noise (packet): Interference in the band, the radio frequency and
bandwidth attributes are partially overlapping. The packet will not be
able to be correctly decoded and will be influenced by other packets,
which are received.

3. Ignore packet: Interference out of the band, the bandwidths are
completely non-overlapping. Although the packet cannot be decoded
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correctly and used, it will not affect any other packet received. The
packet will be destroyed by the simulation system.

4. One of the pictures has gone! Note the it is “completely” and
“partially”.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 11.11.11.11. ThreeThreeThreeThree kindkindkindkind ofofofof packetspacketspacketspackets

TransmitterTransmitterTransmitterTransmitter gaingaingaingain: Calculate transmitter antenna gain. Since the antenna
power attenuation is different in all directions, the received power will
be different as is the signal to noise ratio and the number of error bits.
In wireless communication, the antenna type is a really important value
for simulation.

PropagationPropagationPropagationPropagation delaydelaydelaydelay: Concerning the mobile node, this pipeline
mechanism calculates two delays, namely,the delay to start of reception
and the delay to the end of reception.

In addition to the transmission delay, the propagation delay is another
delay when there is packet transmission through the wireless channel.
In the wireless simulation, considering the movement of the radio
station, the distance between the transmitter and receiver could be
changing all the time. Therefore, there is a need for a calculation in
relation to the delays, namely, the start of the propagation delay and
the end of the propagation delay.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 12.12.12.12. WirelessWirelessWirelessWireless receivingreceivingreceivingreceiving endendendend attributesattributesattributesattributes

ReceiverReceiverReceiverReceiver gaingaingaingain: Calculate receiver antenna gain.

ReceivedReceivedReceivedReceived powerpowerpowerpower: Calculate the value of the received power in two steps:

1. According to the value of the reference frequency and the bandwidth,
obtain the overlapping radio bandwidth.

2. Calculate the wavelength according to the frequency value. Then
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obtain the location of the transmitter and receiver and calculate the
distance value. Then, based on the free space path loss model, calculate
the power attenuation.

The value of the path loss is calculated in this model. There is also only
a basic free-space propagation path loss for a line-of-sight
communication environment. Because, the distribution of the value of
the received power is the important value that could show the channel
condition. The name of the attribute is zigbee_draw_powerzigbee_draw_powerzigbee_draw_powerzigbee_draw_power file. Thus,
the AWGN channel, Rayleigh channel and Nakagami channel are
implemented in this attribute. The three industrial models are also
implemented in this attribute.

InterferenceInterferenceInterferenceInterference noisenoisenoisenoise: Calculate the interference noise by calculating the
interference of the previous packet on the arriving one.

The stage describes the interference between the packets, which are
arriving at the received end at the same time. If a valid packet just
arrives at destination but another packet is in processing, then,
interference occurs.

In most cases, this may occurs many times when a packet is being
received by the receiver. In this receiving process, all the interference is
added into the received packet. Although the background noise is
estimated only once in one packet transmission, the interference noise
could be calculated many times. Thus, the interference power is
required to be added up when one packet arrives with interference.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground noisenoisenoisenoise: Calculate the in-band noise from background and
thermal sources.

The typical background noise including the thermal noise from
electronic components and radio transmitters (Such as radio station in a
car, TV and other electronic devices.Weather is another reason for the
occurrence of thermal noise.) The modeling of background noise is as
follows:

1. Background ambient noise: Ambient noise power = Bandwidth *
power spectral density;

2. Background thermal noise: Accumulated thermal noise power =
Bandwidth * Boltzman constant * (Background temperature + device
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temperature);

3.3.3.3. Background noise = Ambient noise + Thermal noise.

SNRSNRSNRSNR: Calculate the value of the signal-to-noise ratio for the given packet.
This value is affected by the received power and the sum of the
background noise and interference noise.

In a whole packet reception process, there might be many packet
arriving at the same time. Because of new interference, the signal to
noise ratio should be evaluated again and again. Therefore, the SNR
value is calculated separately in different periods. These are then added
together to provide the final SNR.

In some cases, there is concern about the processing gain. The effective
SNR = SNR + Processing gain.

BERBERBERBER: Compute the bit-error-rate based on the modulation
curve(modulation attribute could be set to different values and the
modulation attribute is related to the channel model).

Because the value of SNR is a variable in a packet received process, the
BER value is also a variable. The OQPSK modulation curve in OPNET
is shown in Figure 13. In the figure,the x axis is the SNR value, and the
BER value is in the y axis. Thus, every SNR value has a relative BER
value.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 13.13.13.13. SNR-BERSNR-BERSNR-BERSNR-BER curvecurvecurvecurve forforforfor RayleighRayleighRayleighRayleigh channelchannelchannelchannel inininin OPNETOPNETOPNETOPNET

BitBitBitBit errorerrorerrorerror: Add bit errors randomly in a packet.

According to the BER value, the error bits are put into the packet
randomly. The specific calculation method is to calculate the bit errors
probability and then compare this with a random number from 0 to 1. If
it is bigger than the random number, this bit is an error bit.

ErrorErrorErrorError correctioncorrectioncorrectioncorrection: The two OQPSK formulas which have been
implemented are responsible for finding the number of bit errors. The
GE channel model is implemented in this mechanism.

3.43.43.43.4 ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation
As mentioned, the free space path loss model is not able to describe a
real communication environment. Thus, improving the path loss model
in relation to several different path loss models that could be set in
different environments, is the first task. The second problem is that there
is no large-scale fading in the received power model and thus it is
necessary to add lognormal shadowing Thirdly, the small scale-fading,
such as Rayleigh fading and the Nakagami channel model are
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implemented by setting different distributions for the values of the
received power. Fourthly, implement a Gilbert-Elliot memory channel
model in the packet level. Finally, there are several industrial WSN
environment models(reference to WSN industrial papers) that are also
implemented .

3.53.53.53.5 OPNETOPNETOPNETOPNET simulationsimulationsimulationsimulation
OPNET simulation is similar to other simulation software. The
following is a window in relation to running a simulation.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 14.14.14.14. SimulationSimulationSimulationSimulation windowwindowwindowwindow

It is possible to select the simulation duration. A random seed could be
changed, which is useful for generating a random sequence. The
necessary results of the simulation should be set before the running
commences. Select the values that are required to be collected. In the
left is the attribute list. After simulation, the result values could be
shown in figures, which are convenient to analyse .
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4444 ResultsResultsResultsResults
In this section, all the implemented channel models are shown below.
There is the AWGN channel model, lognormal shadowing channel
model, combined Rayleigh channel model(which is mentioned in the
theory part, combined with path loss,shadowing and Rayleigh fading),
Nakagami channel model, Gillbert-Elliot channel model and three WSN
industrial indoor environment channel models.
In all the channel models, there are two fixed nodes in the workspace,
one being responsible for the transmit packet and the other is regarded
as a receiver. In all models, the transmit power is set to 0.05w. The
bandwidth is 2.4GHz. The values of the simulation parameters are
shown in the table below.

TableTableTableTable 2.2.2.2. SimulationSimulationSimulationSimulation parametersparametersparametersparameters

TransmitTransmitTransmitTransmit
power(w)power(w)power(w)power(w)

Bandwidth(Hz)Bandwidth(Hz)Bandwidth(Hz)Bandwidth(Hz) PPPPacketacketacketacket interarrivalinterarrivalinterarrivalinterarrival
timetimetimetime(s)(s)(s)(s)

SimulationSimulationSimulationSimulation
duration(min)duration(min)duration(min)duration(min)

0.050.050.050.05 2.4G2.4G2.4G2.4G 0.20.20.20.2 30303030

4.14.14.14.1 AWGNAWGNAWGNAWGN channelchannelchannelchannel modelmodelmodelmodel
The power module of the AWGN channel is a free space path loss
model, with he Added White Gaussian Noise coming from the thermal
noise in the components. The value of the power spectral density is a
constant value and the amplitude of the noise is a Gaussian distribution.
This is the simplest channel model in OPNET and thus requires a
limited statement.

4.24.24.24.2 LognormalLognormalLognormalLognormal shadowingshadowingshadowingshadowing modelmodelmodelmodel
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The power module of the lognormal shadowing is a simplified path loss
model (based on formula 2.2) combined with a lognormal shadowing
factor. FigureFigureFigureFigure 15151515 iiiis the mean value of the channel gain, which is the ratio
of the received power and the transmit power for different distances.
The data is obtained from the OPNET simulation. The reference
distance is 1 meter and the simulation parameters are provided in
TableTableTableTable 2222. The value of the shadowing variance and the path loss
exponent are equal to 4. Both of the two parameters are set for a general
WSN factory environment. All these four values are set to be the same
for the Raleigh channel and Nakagami channel.
FigureFigureFigureFigure 16161616 is the pdfpdfpdfpdf ( Probability Density Function) for the value of the
channel gain running for a simulation whose duration is 30 minutes.
The distance is 10m and the reference distance is equal to 1m. Based on
the theory, this pdf is a normal distribution. Compared with the theory
value, the mean value of the simulation data is a little lower and is equal
to -80.19dB and the theoretical value is equal to -80.042dB.
The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCCPCCPCCPCC) is a method to measure how
much correlation there is between two variables in statistics.[14] When
the value is equal to 1, this means that the correlation of the two
variables could be described as a straight line and variable a will
increase with an increase for variable b. If the value of PCC is equal to
-1, this means that variable a is decreased as the variable b increases.
When the PCC is equal to 0, there is no correlation between the two
variables. The value of the PCC between the simulation value and the
theoretical value is shown in Table 3 and figure 16 follows.

TableTableTableTable 3.3.3.3. PCCPCCPCCPCC betweenbetweenbetweenbetween simulationsimulationsimulationsimulation valuevaluevaluevalue andandandand theoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoretical valuevaluevaluevalue inininin LSFLSFLSFLSF

SimulationSimulationSimulationSimulation meanmeanmeanmean
value(dB)value(dB)value(dB)value(dB)

TheoreticalTheoreticalTheoreticalTheoretical meanmeanmeanmean
value(dB)value(dB)value(dB)value(dB)

PCCPCCPCCPCC

-80.19-80.19-80.19-80.19 -80.042-80.042-80.042-80.042 0.90250.90250.90250.9025
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 15.15.15.15. MeanMeanMeanMean valuevaluevaluevalue ofofofof channelchannelchannelchannel gaingaingaingain ofofofof log-normallog-normallog-normallog-normal shadowingshadowingshadowingshadowing
channelchannelchannelchannel

FigureFigureFigureFigure 16.16.16.16. pdfpdfpdfpdf ofofofof log-normallog-normallog-normallog-normal shadowingshadowingshadowingshadowing
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4.34.34.34.3 CombinedCombinedCombinedCombined RayleighRayleighRayleighRayleigh channelchannelchannelchannel
As mentioned, in relation to both large-scale fading and small-scale
fading, the combined channel model is implemented. The result for the
received power in dB for different distances and the pdf of the received
power at 5m are shown in FigureFigureFigureFigure 17171717 and FigureFigureFigureFigure 18181818 separately. The
simulation parameter refers to Table 2. In the range of 2m to 20m, the
received power is decreased from -38dBm to --78dBm. Based on the
IEEE802.15.4 standard, whether a packet is received or not is decided
upon by the threshold of a received power value. Referring to [9], the
minimum received power value is -94dBm. For an analysis of the
received power data at 20m, 190 packets of 10000 packets are lower
than -94dBm, thus the packet loss ratio is equal to 1.9% when the
distance is 20m. The results for the packet loss ratio at different
distances (PLR) is shown in Table 4.

TableTableTableTable 4.4.4.4. PCCPCCPCCPCC andandandand PacketPacketPacketPacket losslosslossloss ratioratioratioratio inininin RayleighRayleighRayleighRayleigh channelchannelchannelchannel modelmodelmodelmodel

PCC Distance
(m)

2 3 4 5 7 10 15 20
0.9747 PLR 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.18% 0.60% 1.90%

The pdf curve in FigureFigureFigureFigure 13131313 is the comparison of the simulation curve
and the theoretical one. The theoretical curve is an exponential
distribution curve drawn by matlab. The PCC value is equal to 0.9747
which means that the simulation curve is very close to the exponential
distribution. The distance value is 5m.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 17.17.17.17. MeanMeanMeanMean valuevaluevaluevalue ofofofof receivedreceivedreceivedreceived powerpowerpowerpower ofofofof combinedcombinedcombinedcombined RayleighRayleighRayleighRayleigh
channelchannelchannelchannel

FigureFigureFigureFigure 18.18.18.18. pdfpdfpdfpdf forforforfor receivedreceivedreceivedreceived powerpowerpowerpower ofofofof RayleighRayleighRayleighRayleigh channelchannelchannelchannel

4.34.34.34.3 NakagamiNakagamiNakagamiNakagami channelchannelchannelchannel modelmodelmodelmodel

In a manner similar to that for the Rayleigh channel, the Nakagami
channel is another kind of small-scale channel model. Based on the
theory part, the value of parameter m, which is a gamma shape, decides
the attribute of this model. When m=1, it is exactly a Rayleigh channel.
The distribution of the received power is an exponential distribution.
When m is bigger than 1, it is close to a Rician fading channel. FigureFigureFigureFigure 19191919
shows the comparison of the Rayleigh channel and Nakagami channel.
The m value is set to 2. In the figure, it can be determined that when the
transmit power, frequency and distance values are fixed, the received
power of the Nakagami channel, which is supposed to be Rician channel,
is higher than that for a Rayleigh channel. Because there is LoS between
the transmit and received end.

TableTableTableTable 5.5.5.5. DistributionDistributionDistributionDistribution ofofofof receivedreceivedreceivedreceived powerpowerpowerpower inininin differentdifferentdifferentdifferent SSFSSFSSFSSF channelschannelschannelschannels

SSFSSFSSFSSF channelschannelschannelschannels Rayeleigh Rician Nakagami

DistributionDistributionDistributionDistribution Exponential Gamma Depends on m value
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The pdf of the received power is shown in FigureFigureFigureFigure 20202020. The distance is
5m and the gamma scale value is equal to 2. The gamma shape value is
equal to the mean value of the received power divided by 2. The
simulation curve is close to a gamma distribution, which is obtained
from the OPNET simulation data. The theoretical value is generated by
a Matlab function, which is the blue curve. The PCC value is shown in
TableTableTableTable 6666.

TableTableTableTable 6.6.6.6. PCCPCCPCCPCC betweenbetweenbetweenbetween simulationsimulationsimulationsimulation valuevaluevaluevalue andandandand theoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoretical valuevaluevaluevalue inininin
NakagamiNakagamiNakagamiNakagami channelchannelchannelchannel

SimulationSimulationSimulationSimulation meanmeanmeanmean
value(w)value(w)value(w)value(w)

TheoreticalTheoreticalTheoreticalTheoretical meanmeanmeanmean
value(w)value(w)value(w)value(w)

PCCPCCPCCPCC

7.8031*10^-97.8031*10^-97.8031*10^-97.8031*10^-9 8.0588*10^-98.0588*10^-98.0588*10^-98.0588*10^-9 0.95380.95380.95380.9538

FigureFigureFigureFigure 19.19.19.19. MeanMeanMeanMean valuevaluevaluevalue ofofofof receivedreceivedreceivedreceived powerpowerpowerpower ofofofof NakagamiNakagamiNakagamiNakagami channelchannelchannelchannel
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 20.20.20.20. pdfpdfpdfpdf forforforfor receivedreceivedreceivedreceived powerpowerpowerpower ofofofof NakagamiNakagamiNakagamiNakagami channelchannelchannelchannel (m=2)(m=2)(m=2)(m=2)

4.44.44.44.4 HighlyHighlyHighlyHighly absorbentabsorbentabsorbentabsorbent andandandand highlyhighlyhighlyhighly reflectivereflectivereflectivereflective radioradioradioradio wavewavewavewave
propagationpropagationpropagationpropagation industrialindustrialindustrialindustrial environmentenvironmentenvironmentenvironment
This channel model is suitable for a particular environment, which is
highly absorbent or highly reflective. Referring to [7], in an industrial
environment, there may be a great deal of highly reflective metal
material objects and floorboards or highly absorbent material objects.
Thus, with regards to this, in the paper, they divided the situation into
four conditions namely, non-LoS highly reflective, non-LoS highly
absorbing, LoS highly reflective and LoS highly absorbing. They
obtained the values for the path loss parameters and large-scale fading
factors by measurement. Thus, it is an empirically based model.
They support two important values of path loss and large-scale fading,
which are the path loss exponent and the standard deviation for
lognormal shadowing. The path loss model is based on Friis’ equation.
The reference distance(RD) is equal to 3m. FigureFigureFigureFigure 21212121 shows the mean
value of the received power in an area from 5m to 30m. Based on the
curve, in the highly reflective environment, with a LoS it provides a
much better value than without LoS. However, in a highly absorbing
environment, without LoS displays a better performance than with LoS.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 21.Mean21.Mean21.Mean21.Mean valuevaluevaluevalue ofofofof receivedreceivedreceivedreceived powerpowerpowerpower inininin fourfourfourfour conditions(d0=3m)conditions(d0=3m)conditions(d0=3m)conditions(d0=3m)

4.54.54.54.5 ChannelChannelChannelChannel modelmodelmodelmodel inininin undergroundundergroundundergroundunderground tunnelstunnelstunnelstunnels forforforfor industrialindustrialindustrialindustrial useuseuseuse
This channel model supports a real underground tunnels environment
for industrial use. With reference to [8], the received power is shown
by this formula:

2
1 2

2

2sin( )T R
R

P A h hP
r r

π
π λ

⎡ ⎤≈ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ 4.5.1

In the formula, RA is the antenna aperture size(also called the effective
area). This value depends on the type of antenna. In [9], the data sheet
expound two kind of antennas which are a half-wave dipole and a
quarter-wave monopole. The effective area of this antenna is shown
below [11].

TableTableTableTable 7.7.7.7. EffectiveEffectiveEffectiveEffective areaareaareaarea ofofofof differentdifferentdifferentdifferent kindskindskindskinds ofofofof antennasantennasantennasantennas
Wire antenna Effective area

Half-wave dipole 0.1305
2λ

Quarter-wave monopole 0.2610
2λ

FFFFigureigureigureigure 22222222 below shows the received power of the performance of these
two antennas in underground tunnels for industrial use. Obviously,the
quarter-wave monopole antenna offers a better performance than the
half-wave dipole because, the effective area is larger.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 22.22.22.22. TwoTwoTwoTwo kindskindskindskinds ofofofof antennasantennasantennasantennas performanceperformanceperformanceperformance

4.64.64.64.6 IndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrial indoorindoorindoorindoor channelchannelchannelchannel modelmodelmodelmodel inininin 2.4GHz2.4GHz2.4GHz2.4GHz frequencyfrequencyfrequencyfrequency bandbandbandband
This channel model is generally concerned about large-scale fading and
temporal fading in an indoor factory environment. It is also an
empirically based model. Temporal fading is caused by the movement
of persons and the pertubations of machinery . With reference to [10],
the path loss model is a one slope model to calculate path loss. This
model is divided into fixed intercept and non-fixed intercept. Fixed
intercept means there is nobody and no moving machinery in the
industrial environment. Non-fixed intercept means there is someone
walking around who influences the communication channel. They
provide three conditions which are LoS condition, OBS(obstructed line-
of-sight) with light surrounding clutter and OBS with heavy
surrounding clutter. Finally, all data in relation to large-scale
fading(LSF) is given. The reference distance is 15m. The simulation
parameter refers to Table 2. The true difference between these four
conditions is in relation to the different value of the path loss exponent
and the different value of the lognormal standard deviations. These
values obtained from [10].

FigureFigureFigureFigure 23232323 illustrates the comparison between the four conditions in the
non-fixed intercept. It is not difficult to observe that the mean value of
the received power in LoS and OBS with light clutter are much lower
than for OBS with heavy clutter. As mentioned previously, the threshold
of the received power has a minimum value equal to -124dB in a WSN
industrial communication. Thus, when the distance increases to a large
value, the packet loss ratio is also increasing . Table 2 shows the packet
loss ratio in different areas under the four conditions. In the LoS
condition, even though the distance value is 100m, the packet loss ratio
is only 1.76%. However, in a OBS heavy clutter condition, the packet
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loss ratio is very high at only 30m. The packet loss ratio is affected in
terms of delay and network stability.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 23.23.23.23. MeanMeanMeanMean valuevaluevaluevalue ofofofof receivedreceivedreceivedreceived powerpowerpowerpower inininin non-fixednon-fixednon-fixednon-fixed interceptinterceptinterceptintercept

TableTableTableTable 8.8.8.8. PacketPacketPacketPacket losslosslossloss ratioratioratioratio inininin non-fixednon-fixednon-fixednon-fixed interceptinterceptinterceptintercept

DistanceDistanceDistanceDistance
(m)(m)(m)(m)

20202020 25252525 30303030 35353535 50505050 70707070 100100100100

LoS 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.02% 0.08% 0.45% 1.76%

Light
clutter

0.04% 0.07% 0.13% 0.27% 0.88% 3.18% 9.10%

Heavy
clutter

9.08% 13.54% 18.05% 22.87% 35.64% 49.83% 63.54%

All 1.69% 3.32% 5.37% 7.42% 14.86% 24.98% 39.52%
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 24242424, shows the mean value of the received power in the fixed
intercept under the four conditions. The result is similar to those for the
formal one. LoS and OBS light clutter show a better performance. It is
also possible to determine that, in a fixed intercept condition, the
received power is higher than that of the non-fixed intercept. This is
reasonable, because people going around in the environment do have an
influence on the signal received.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 24.24.24.24. FixedFixedFixedFixed interceptinterceptinterceptintercept
After that, a comparison between the different materials in relation to
the facilities is mentioned by [10]. WP means wood facility and MP
means metal facility. There is WP1 and WP2, wich are combined in
order to determine the performance. This is the same for the metal
facility.
FigureFigureFigureFigure 25252525 is comparing two wood facilities and two metal facilities in a
fixed intercept environment. The performance of the two wood
processing facilities are about the same and the mean value of the
received power of the wood facilities is higher than that for the metal
facilities. That means that wood facility gives a better performance than
that for metal .
In the non-fixed intercept, the result is similar. Wood facilities offer a
better performance. The difference is when the distance is shorter than
25m-30m, where the mean value of the received power for the metal
facilities is a little higher than that for the wood facilities. Thus in an
non-fixed intercept environment, metal facilities provide a better
performance than wood before 25m, but after 25m, the wood facilities
are much better than the metal ones.
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FigureFigureFigureFigure 25.25.25.25. Non-fixedNon-fixedNon-fixedNon-fixed interceptinterceptinterceptintercept

FigureFigureFigureFigure 26.26.26.26. FixedFixedFixedFixed interceptinterceptinterceptintercept
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5555 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

To study the physical channel models in wireless communication and
industrial WSN channel models, different path loss models, lognormal
shadowing, Rayleigh fading channel, Nakagami fading channel, Gilbert-
Elliot Channel Model and a few particular industrial WSN channel
models are implemented by OPNET in this thesis. Some important
formulas, calculation methods and values for path loss parameters in
different environments are provided with a detailed explanation. These
channel models are able to supply a much more accurate physical layer
simulation in Zigbee models in OPNET and are able to provide a better
analysis in the up layers.

The future work is to evaluate the performance of different propagation
models combined with MAC layers and network layers models. It is of
value to conduct a follow-up in order to obtain throughput, delays and
other important attributes so as to evaluate the whole network. When
considering the limited ability of the physical layer in OPNET, a few of
the deeper technologies cannot be implemented in OPNET. Thus, a co-
simulation of OPNET and Matlab will be reasonable and necessary.
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix A:A:A:A: DocumentationDocumentationDocumentationDocumentation ofofofof ownownownown
developeddevelopeddevelopeddeveloped programprogramprogramprogram codecodecodecode

CombinedCombinedCombinedCombined RayleighRayleighRayleighRayleigh fadingfadingfadingfading andandandand lognormallognormallognormallognormal shadowingshadowingshadowingshadowing
channelchannelchannelchannel modelmodelmodelmodel

/* zigbee_dra_power_rayleigh.ps.c */

/* Get distance between transmitter and receiver (in meters). */

prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_DIST);

/* When using TMM, the TDA OPC_TDA_RA_RCVD_POWER will
already*/

/* have a raw value for the path loss. */

if (op_td_is_set (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RCVD_POWER))

{

ratio = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RCVD_POWER);

}

else

{

/* Compute the path loss for this distance and wavelength. */

/********************lognormal shadowing******************/

d=1.0;

path_loss=10*4*log10(prop_distance/d);

path_loss=58.5+33*log(prop_distance/8.0);
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a=20*log10(lambda/(d*(4*VOSC_NA_PI)));

mean_shadowing=0;

variance=4;

dist_ptr=op_dist_load("normal",mean_shadowing,variance);

shadowing=op_dist_outcome(dist_ptr);

}

/* Determine the receiver bandwidth and base frequency. */

rx_base_freq = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RX_FREQ);

rx_bandwidth = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RX_BW);

/* Use these values to determine the band overlap with the transmitter. */

/* Note that if there were no overlap at all, the packet would already */

/* have been filtered by the channel match stage.

/* The base of the overlap band is the highest base frequency. */

if (rx_base_freq > tx_base_freq)

{band_min = rx_base_freq;}

else

{band_min = tx_base_freq;}

/* The top of the overlap band is the lowest end frequency. */

if (rx_base_freq + rx_bandwidth > tx_base_freq + tx_bandwidth)

{band_max = tx_base_freq + tx_bandwidth;}

else

{band_max = rx_base_freq + rx_bandwidth;}
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/* Compute the amount of in-band transmitter power. */

in_band_tx_power = tx_power * (band_max - band_min) / tx_bandwidth;

/* Get antenna gains (raw form, not in dB). */

tx_ant_gain = pow (10.0, op_td_get_dbl (pkptr,
OPC_TDA_RA_TX_GAIN) / 10.0);

rx_ant_gain = pow (10.0, op_td_get_dbl (pkptr,
OPC_TDA_RA_RX_GAIN) / 10.0);

/* Calculate received power level. */

rcvd_power =pow(10.0, (a - shadowing - path_loss +
10*log10(in_band_tx_power))/10 );

/*********** rayleigh fading ****************/

/*Received power obey to exponential distribution*/

mean_rayleigh=rcvd_power;

dist_ptr=op_dist_load("exponential",mean_rayleigh,0.0);

rayleigh_fading=op_dist_outcome(dist_ptr);

rcvd_power=rayleigh_fading;

NakagamiNakagamiNakagamiNakagami channelchannelchannelchannel codecodecodecode

/* zigbee_dra_power_nakagami.ps.c */

/*********** nakagami channel model ****************/

/* if the value of m=1, it is rayleigh fading, otherwise it close to rice
fading*/

mean_rice=rcvd_power;

m=2;

dist_ptr=op_dist_load("gamma",mean_rice/m,m);

ricean_fading=op_dist_outcome(dist_ptr);
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rcvd_power=ricean_fading;

Gilbert-ElliotGilbert-ElliotGilbert-ElliotGilbert-Elliot ChannelChannelChannelChannel ModelModelModelModel

/* dra_ecc_gemodel.ps.c */

/*********************GE channel model*************************/

/* p is the probablity good state to bad state, r is the probablity bad state
to good state*/

op_ima_obj_attr_get(my_node_id, "Probability G to B",&p);

op_ima_obj_attr_get(my_node_id, "Probability B to G",&r);

a[0]=1;

/* rand1 and rand2 are random number in 0 to 1*/

min=0.00001;

max=0.99999;

dist_ptr=op_dist_load("uniform",min,max);

rand1=op_dist_outcome(dist_ptr);

if (a[counter2]==1)

{

if (rand1>p)

{

a[counter2+1]=1;

}

else

{

a[counter2+1]=0;

}
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}

else{

if (rand1>(1-r))

{

a[counter2+1]=1;

}

else

{

a[counter2+1]=0;

}

}

/* a[i] is the packet state 0 or 1 */

if (a[counter2] == 1)

{

accept = OPC_TRUE;

}

else

{

accept = OPC_FALSE;

}

op_td_set_int (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_PK_ACCEPT, accept);

rxch_state_ptr = (DraT_Rxch_State_Info *) op_ima_obj_state_get
(op_td_get_int (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RX_CH_OBJID));

rxch_state_ptr->signal_lock = OPC_FALSE;
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IndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrial indoorindoorindoorindoor highlyhighlyhighlyhighly reflectivereflectivereflectivereflective andandandand highlyhighlyhighlyhighly
absorbingabsorbingabsorbingabsorbing channelchannelchannelchannel

d0=3.0;

a=20*log10(lambda/(d0*4*VOSC_NA_PI));

if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 1)

{

//LOS high refrective

n=1.86;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 2)

{

//NLoS high reflective

n=2.70;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 3)

{

//LoS high absorbing

n=2.55;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 4)

{

//NLoS high absorbing

n=2.39;

}
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path_loss= 10*n*log10(prop_distance/d0);

rcvd_power = pow(10.0, (a - shadowing - path_loss +
10*log10(in_band_tx_power))/10 );

ChannelChannelChannelChannel modelmodelmodelmodel inininin undergroundundergroundundergroundunderground tunnelstunnelstunnelstunnels forforforfor industrialindustrialindustrialindustrial
useuseuseuse

/* zigbee_dra_power_underground.ps.c */

prop_distance = 6.0;

ar = 0.1305*lambda*lambda;

//ar = 0.2610*lambda*lambda;

p=sin(2*VOSC_NA_PI/lambda/prop_distance);

rcvd_power=in_band_tx_power*ar/VOSC_NA_PI/prop_distance/prop_
distance*p*p;

IndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrial indoorindoorindoorindoor channelchannelchannelchannel modelmodelmodelmodel inininin 2.4GHz2.4GHz2.4GHz2.4GHz frequencyfrequencyfrequencyfrequency
bandbandbandband

/* zigbee_dra_power_industrial_indoor.ps.c */

d0=15.0;

b=20*log10(lambda/d0*(4*VOSC_NA_PI));

if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 1)

{

//Non-fixed intercept LOS

a=67.43;

n=1.72;

variance=4.73*4.73;

}
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else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 2)

{

//Non-fixed intercept light clutter

a=72.71;

n=1.52;

variance=4.61*4.61;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 3)

{

//Non-fixed intercept heavy clutter

a=80.48;

n=1.69;

variance=6.62*6.62;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 4)

{

//Non-fixed intercept LSF(large scale fading topographies)

a=71.84;

n=2.16;

variance=8.13*8.13;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 5)

//Non-fixed intercept WP1

a=70.10;
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n=1.53;

variance=5.10*5.10;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 6)

{

//Non-fixed intercept WP2

a=67.14;

n=1.63;

variance=4.28*4.28;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 7)

{

//Non-fixed intercept WP1 and WP2

a=69.66;

n=1.58;

variance=5.09*5.09;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 8)

{

//Non-fixed intercept MP1

a=65.70;

n=3.90;

variance=8.09*8.09;

}
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else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 9)

{

//Non-fixed intercept MP2

a=64.72;

n=2.48;

variance=5.36*5.36;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 10)

{

//Non-fixed intercept MP1 and MP2

a=68.75;

n=2.51;

variance=8.30*8.30;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 11)

{

//Fixed intercept LOS

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=2.40;

variance=4.97*4.97;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 12)

{
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//Fixed intercept light clutter

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=2.77;

variance=5.42*5.42;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 13){

//Fixed intercept heavy clutter

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=4.29;

variance=8.42*8.42;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 14)

{

//Fixed intercept LSF(large scale fading) topographies

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=3.44;

variance=8.63*8.63;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 15)

{

//Fixed intercept WP1

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=2.56;

variance=5.61*5.61;
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} else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 16)

{

//Fixed intercept WP2

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=2.52;

variance=4.52*4.52;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 17)

{

//Fixed intercept WP1 and WP2

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=2.56;

variance=5.56*5.56;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 18)

{

//Fixed intercept MP1

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=4.24;

variance=8.11*8.11;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 19)

{

//Fixed intercept MP2
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a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=2.63;

variance=5.38*5.38;

}

else if (Industrial_Channel_Model == 20)

{

//Fixed intercept MP1 and MP2

a=20*log10((4*VOSC_NA_PI*d0)/lambda);

n=3.26;

variance=8.46*8.46;

}
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